Today’s fast-paced companies have to be ready for anything. Accelerate is designed to adapt and grow at the speed of business. The thin profile and clean lines offer a range of aesthetic options to maximize design freedom. The versatile selection works great alone, or even better when combined with other HON products to maximize planning freedom. Accelerate your speed of business, and be ready for anything.
Shown with Gallery Panels, Cliq™ seating, Fuse™ pedestals, and Flock® minis.
Shown with Gallery Panels, Ignition® seating, Preside® table, Coordinate™ height-adjustable desks, Voi® storage and Flock® minis.
Shown with Preside® & Scramble™ tables, West Hill™, Ignition® 2.0, and Build™ seating.
Rev Up Your Capacity

Sometimes less is more, especially when it comes to spaces designed to maximize efficiency and productivity. Accelerate’s versatile 72” panels let you build your space by using fewer components - now you can plan, order, install, and reconfigure in effortless style without the bulk and cost of extra materials.
Shown with Ignition® 2.0 seating, Voi® storage, West Hill™ lounge with Scramble™ table, and Build™ stools with Preside® table.
Shown with Solve seating, Coordinate™ height-adjustable desks, PET screens, and Fuse™ storage.
Beauty & Brains

Accelerate delivers on design as much as it delivers on performance. A wide variety of fabric, laminate, and glass accessory tiles – think handy tool rails and convenient markerboards – keep your space organized with a sleek, modern aesthetic that stands the test of time.

**FRAMELESS GLASS**
Let in the light with crystal clear or frosted glass options.

**FABRIC PANELS**
Amp up your aesthetic with a wide variety of high-quality, load-bearing fabric panels and stackers.

**GALLERY PANEL**
Customize a cohesive look with classic woodgrain or solid laminate gallery panels.

**GLASS PANELS**
Frosted and clear glass stackable glass panels support limitless layout possibilities – up to 80”.

**MARKERBOARDS**
No need to make a mental note - smart markerboards will remind you what’s next on the agenda.

**TECHNOLOGY**
Power up with a metal base rail that supports easy access to data and cancels out cord confusion.
Whether you’re creating a workstation all your own, a reception area, or simply need spatial division, Accelerate plays exceptionally well with others. Compatible with HON collections like Voi®, Flagship®, Brigade®, Contain®, and Coordinate™, these panels harmonize beautifully to create spaces that go the distance no matter who’s in the driver’s seat.
Panels

Tackable Panels
Clear & Frosted Top Tier Glass
Gallery Panels
Fabric Stackers
Clear and Frosted Glass Stackers
Clear and Frosted Frameless Glass
Swinging and Sliding Door Panel

Worksurfaces

Primary or Return
Wedge
Corner Cove
Jetty
Peninsula
120°

Corner
Half Round
Straight Countertops
Corner Countertops

Supports

Laminate End Panel
Metal End Panel
Metal Universal Support Leg
Metal Open Leg
Metal O-leg Support
Post Leg & Support Column

Storage

Freestanding Pedestal Box/File/File or File/File
Overhead Cabinet With Metal or Laminate Doors
Metal Overhead Cabinet, Open
Metal Overhead Cabinet with Flipper Door
Metal Overhead Cabinet with Receding Door
Open Shelf

Accessories

Corner Shelf
Tackboard
Markerboard
Paper Management Support Bars
Sorter Tray
Folder Bin
Paper Shelf
For more information, visit hon.com/accelerate

See HON Pricer for complete product information.